important events of the year, there is not a great deal new to be said about it. Tebaldi's Tosca, Tagliavini's Cavaradossi, Gobbi's
Scarpia- all are well known, though this was in fact the first time that the trio had appeared in the same perfonnance. Expectations were
keyed so high that to confess to some disappointment hardly matters. The important thing is that this Tosca was as good, on the whole, as
it can be today.
The whole performance was wonderfully free from any touch of vocal vulgarity. Tagliavini's tones are seldom thrilling, but he gave a
vigorous and intelligent account ofCavaradossi. Gobbi's Scarpia was immensely imposing; if the Te Deum was not quite the
overwhelming thing it can be, this was due' partly to an ill-adjusted balance of the various forces of orchestra, choir organ and bells.
Francesco Molinari-Pradelli supported each singer along his chosen path with well-nourished tone and he made much of the big
orchestral climaxes. Christopher West's production was a muddle of the conventional and the unfortunate. The sacristan fidgeted about
and actually crossed in front of the tenor during 'Recondita annonia.' A priest started to sway in time to the Te Deum. Three junior
Toscas suddenly put in an appearance! The execution was managed with a striking shadow effect which might serve well in a modern
Gennan production of something else, but was hopelessly out of context in this particular perfonnance and merely distracted attention
from the principals. When Tosca gave Spoletta a tiny push and then gingerly mounted the rampart- to disappear behind the wall, not
jump-there was an alam1ing suggestion of revue; but, Tebaldi's B flat soon corrected that impression!

AP, Opera Magazine, August 1955 (Exerpt from review of the opening pe1forma11ce given 28 June, I 955 - see full review on line)
Producer's Note
Renata Tebaldi's debut season at London's Covent Garden began on 28 June 1955 with her singing the title role in Puccini's Tosca .
Perhaps fearing opening night nerves or mistakes, the BBC opted for the perfonnance two nights later for their live broadcast from the
Royal Opera House . Despite Robert Levine noted in a Classics Today review that noted the "blaring but acceptable" AM-quality sound
of a previous issue, he gushed: "Tebaldi 's voice is remarkably fresh and secure, with all jive high Cs in place and offering 110 problems;
the registers are pe,fectly knit and the sound grand, beautifii/, and womanly ... Ifyou love Teba/di you'll adore her here in this gloriously
sung and ve,y committed reading .. Tito Gobbi of course is sui generis. From his opening. snarling statement in church, through his
lascivious, sneering, "Ebbene" and disgusting "Tosca,fi11almente mia" and even beyond, he terrifies." We are fortunate that an
anonymous music lover commissioned a studio with disc-cutting equipment and a suitable VHF receiver that night to record the live
transmission onto a set of33rpm acetate disc sides, as this remarkable new find (via a 1/4" tape dub) has proved to be immeasurably
superior in sound quality to the previously reviewed recording, and proved to be a superb source for this new XR remastered release especially as FM broadcasting had begun less than two months previously in the UK. It's not perfect: a handful of minor patches were
necessary where damage or small side-change gaps left "holes" in the material; sound quality tends to drop off towards the end of disc
sides too. But these minor issues pale into insignificance by comparison to the radical improvement in sound quality to be heard here,
with a full, realistic, clear and vibrant sound almost throughout. Magnificent!
Andrew Rose

by Giacomo Puccini
Live recording, Covent Garden. 1955
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